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The  famous  modern  Dharmalaksana  scholar  Wang
Enyang’s  Confuc ian i sm   i s   a  Dharmalaksana










quietism of  the  Song and  Ming Dynasties  returned  to
forceful Confucianism, and the transcendence of mutual
interpretations  between  Confucianism  and  Buddhism
dominated by Zen and idealist philosophy of the Song and
Ming dynasties improved to Dharmalaksana method and
original  Confucian  mutual  interpretations  between
Confucius and Mencius.
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to  the  development  of  Confucianism.  One  is  the















can  only  be  considered  that  Wang  Enyang  has  been
known  to  the  world  by  taking  advantage  of  Neo-
Confucianism rather than by the achievements of himself.
Based on the  formation of  Wang Enyang’s  Confucian
thought,   i ts   learning  relat ion  to  modern  Neo-
Confucianism,  the  logic  system  of  Dharmalaksana
Confucianism,  and  the  critiques  on  modern  Neo-




1.   WANG  ENYANG’S  LEARNING
THINKING PROCESS
Wang Enyang  (1989-1964),  also  called  as  Huazhong,
born  in  Nanchong,  Sichuan,  the  famous  modern
Dharmalaksana  scholar,  the  typical  representative  of
carrying forward both Confucianism and Buddhism. Yu
Lingbo  appraised  him  as  “Wang  Enyang  has  learned
extensive knowledge home and abroad, and is specialized
in  Dharmalaksana  method...His  accomplishments  in
Dharmalaksana study enable him to be the first person











academia,  and  the  discussions  of  Faith  in  Mahayana
Theory  can  not  be  separated  from  his  famous  work






commentaries to Analects of Confucius, Mencius, Book of
Songs and The Great Learning, written the tetralogy of
Life Science  and Confucian Revival Theory,  with more
than  1  million  words  collectively.  For  his  purpose  of
learning,  he  summed  up  as  “study  Confucian  and
Buddhist documents extensively in order to differentiate
the  subtleness”  (Wang,  2001,  p.527).  In  his  view,
Confucianism of  the  Song  and  Ming  Dynasties  is  the
Confucianism transformed by Zen,  and is  not  the true
Confucianism; Confucianism should return to Confucius





committed  to  the  rejuvenation  and  reconstruction  of
Confucianism. His learning began in Idealism of the Song
and  Ming  Dynasties,  made  some  achievements  in
Dharmalaksana method inherited  from Zhi  na  nei  xue
yuan,  and  finally  attributed  to  carrying  forward  both
Confucianism  and  Buddhism  based  on  mutual
interpretations  of  Confucianism  and  Buddhism  and
interpreting Confucianism by Buddhism.
In  the  process  of  Wang  Enyang’s  construction  of
Dharmalaksana Confucianism, he has been benefited the
most  from Liang  Shuming  and  Ouyangjingwu.  Liang
Shuming is the famous modern Neo-Confucian scholar
known as “China’s last Confucianist”; Ouyangjingwu is







enough.  He  advocated  the  Confucian  theory  of
emotionalism.  Emotion  is  the  nature  of  the  universe,
which develops to generate matters, spirits as well as the
universe.  Emotion  has  four  characteristics,  namely
communication,  love,  action and life.  Communication
refers  to  the  communication  between  oneself  and  the
others.  Love refers to the mutual  compassion between
oneself and the others. Action means that emotion causes
act ion.  Life  means   that  emotion  helps  create




ca l l ed  goodness   i s   the   emot iona l  na tu re  o f
communication, love, action and life.
Wang Enyang later called such claim as the theory of










(referr ing   to  Xiong  Shi l i )  af ter  my  s tudy  of
Dharmalaksana  Buddhism has  not  had  a  through  and
mature thought as mine” (Wang, 2001, p.465).
The thought of displaying emotions does not cease
with  Liang  Shuming’s  approval,  which  makes  Wang
Enyang reflect on the differences between ontology and
the  theory  of  origin.  The  Buddhist  theory  of  origin
fundamentally negates any real  selfness,  including the
body in the sense of universe formation theory, “ren wo”
of  self-identity  and  “fa  wo”  as  the  foundation  for
existence. The theory of the original advocates that there
is no dominance. Everything originated in no dominance







teachings,  theory  of  origin  is  the  cornerstone  of  state,
cultivation and result. Once established theory of origin,
Wang  Enyang  has  grasped  the  differences  among
Buddhism, Western philosophy and Confucianism. Later,





written  Comments  on  Faith  in  Mahayana  Theory  to
criticize on the sinicized Buddhism represented by Faith
in  Mahayana  Theory.  Wang  Enyang’s  criticism  has
caused  great  controversy  within  the  Buddhist  circles.
However, I hold that the criticism on Faith in Mahayana
Theory is not simply a debate within the Buddhist circles,
but  a  comprehensive  reflection  of  Dharmalaksana  on
Chinese  ancient  philosophical  thinking  of  ontology,
“awakening  human  nature”  of  disposition  theory
(according  to  Xiong  Shili)  and  theory  of  cultivation
advocating  quietness  and  intuition.  The  flames  of













owns  a  common logical  foundation  and  a  “consistent
principle”.
In  the  1930s-1940s,  Wang  Enyang  returned  to
Sichuan and founded Guishan Study and Oriental Institute
of  Education  in  Sichuan  and  Chongqing  to  advocate













He  has  written  the  tetralogy  of  Life  Science,  The
Righteousness of Confucianism, Vimuttimagga  and Big
Buddha  Theory  o f  d i rec t   l i fe ,  advocat ing   to
comprehensively study Confucianism and Buddhism to
conduct in society, to liberate and to transcend the cycle
of  reincarnat ion.  His   integral  combinat ion  of
Confucianism and Buddhism has thoroughly interpreted
the Confucian doctrine of virtue in mind with the delicate
Dharmalaksana  method,  and  directed  the  Confucian
doctrine of positive in action with Buddhism. Taking into
account his identity as a Dharmalaksana method scholar,





from  Liang  Shuming  who  is  known  as  the  last




Theory  vernacular  version,  Feng  Youlan’s  Neo-
Confucianism have marked the official debut of modern
Neo-Confucianism.  The  modern  Neo-Confucianism
advocated by Tang Junyi and Mou Zong, etc. was still
under deliberation. Wang Enyang was quite sensitive to
this. He published A Commentary on Neo-Confucianism,1
On the Thought of Neo-Dharmalaksana Scholar and other
long articles to criticize Feng Youlan and Xiong Shili;
Meanwhile,  Wang  Enyang  had  a  dialogue  with  Tang
Junyi on the comparison of Confucianism and Buddhism.
Tang Junyi’s A Brief Introduction to Neo-Confucianism of
the Song and Ming Dynasties and According to Zhuxi’s Li
First  and  Qi  Next,  A  Discussion  on  the  Theory  of




the  Song  and  Ming  Dynasties.  Additionally,  while
criticizing Tang Junyi, Wang Enyang wrote another long
article of 27,000 words On the Evolution of Confucianism








2.   THE  COMPATIBILITY  BETWEEN
D H A R M A L A K S A N A  A N D
CONFUCIANISM









intuition.  He is  also  different  from his  fellow modern
Neo -Con fuc i an i s t  X iong  Sh i l i ,  whose  N e w
Dharmalaksana Theory still reconstructs Confucianism
within the framework of theory of Ti and Yong. He is also
different  from  later  Tang  Junyi,  who  reconstructs
Confucianism from the perspective of mood theory and
moral  metaphysics.  For  Feng  Youlan’s  inheritance  of
Cheng-Zhu Neo-Confucianism, he has firmly opposed.
The characteristics of Wang Enyang’s Confucianism
are:  Firstly,  bypass  Neo-Confucianism to  explore  the
origin  of  primary  Confucianism  of  Confucius  and
Mencius.  Secondly,  reject  Confucian  ontology  of
heavenly law. Thirdly, pay attention to the consistency of





Enyang  reconstructs  Confucian  human  nature  and
heavenly  law  with  Dharmalaksana  origin  theory  of
Alayavijnana, including disposition theory and ontology.
Wang  Enyang  has  long  concerned  about  the
Confucian theory of human nature, and later he found that
there is  an inherent  contradiction in the theory,  where
goodness of human nature and evil of human nature are
















nature.  Among  them,  the  main  problems  are:  Firstly,
goodness of human nature has a form basis, but evil of
human nature has only experiential basis, so the logic is





are  many,  which  is  called  as  “although  things  are
significantly different, their realities are substantially the
same”.  But  how  can  a  real  generate  divergent
performances  and  why  do  divergent  performances
attribute to a particular reality eventually? The divergent





carry  much  weight.  As  a  philosophical  school,
Confucianism  should  have  a  coherent  use  of  basic
principles. If the significances of the concept of human
nature  are  coherent,  it  is  not  allowed  to  draw  two
diametrically opposite judgments. If the concept of human
nature  contains  priori  or  experience  advocated  by  the
subsequent modern Neo-Confucianism, it will make the
error of inconsistency of basic principles. Similarly, if we
stick  to  the  unification of  Ti  and Yong on reality  and
performance,  reality  and  performance  should  have  a
unified  nature.  If  every  reality  corresponds  to  a




of  traditional  philosophy  and  logic,  theory  of  human
nature  has  nothing  more  than  the  four  circumstances:
Human  nature  is  good,  human  nature  is  evil,  human
nature is either good or evil, human nature is neither good
nor evil. How to get out of the four circumstances and the
Confucian  inherent  contradiction?  Wang  Enyang
introduces the Dharmalaksana Alayavijnana caste theory.
Dharmalaksana  theory  believes  that  everyone  is
roughly equivalent to a Alayavijnana, and everyone has
his  benshi  and  a  universe  “transformed”  by  benshi.
Alayavijnana is a spiritual warehouse called as Cangshi
which contains  spiritual  seeds.  These seeds are  latent,
potential, and will be “manifested” as realities when meet









and  nature  of  manifestation  are  necessarily  coherent.




ensures  the  conversion  between  nature  and  habit.
Fourthly, seed is functionally potential and has the ability
to produce goodness and evil, so it is not neither good nor





to  be  logically  consistent.  So  what  is  the  relationship
between theory of human nature and ontology of heavenly
law? Wang Enyang’s  approach is  to  use the theory of
origin to make further reasonings.
Heavenly  law  and  destiny  are  the  realities  of













It  should  be  said  that  the  three  questions  of  Wang
Enyang are not entirely unfounded. For the Confucian







three  moral  metaphysics  belong  to  the  latter.  Wang
Enyang  firmly  opposes  to  interpret  heaven  as  the
metaphysical heaven in ontology. From the perspective of
theory of  universe  generation and ontology,  theory of
origin  is  completely  different  to  this.  The  biggest
difference  lies  in  that,  theory  of  origin  holds  that
everything  comes  into  being  due  to  a  reason  and  an
opportunity. Reason is the direct cause, and opportunity is
the  external  cause.  Reason  is  surely  important,  but























be  courageous  to  bear   the  future  rewards  and
responsibilities without complaining (Wang, 2001, p.768).
The  so-called  causal  necessity  is  an  analysis  of  the








3.  DHARMALAKSANA CONFUCIAN
Wang Enyang believes that  culture directs three ways,
namely the way of love generating competition, way of
cultivating  morality  and  way  of  abandoning  life,
corresponding to Western culture, Confucian culture and
Buddhis t  cu l ture   respec t ive ly .  The  so-ca l led
Confucianism  is  nothing  more  than  “teach  people  to
conduct correctly”, or the way of life. Therefore his grasp
of  Confucian  ideology  is  different  from  the  Neo-
Confucianism  based  on  philosophy.  Wang  Enyang
classifies Confucianism into ten parts of “industriousness,
thriftiness,  contentment,  optimism, benevolence, ritual
music,  five  cardinal  relationships,  three  moralities,
moderation and code of conduct of gentleman”, including
almost  all  aspects  of  human  relations.  However,
Confucianism is confined to the right way of life after all,
is not exactly the ultimate knowledge. Life should be in
pursuit  of  liberation  until  the  eventual  state  of  Bodhi
Nirvana. Namely, Confucianism is the preparatory stage
of  Buddhism  and  the  retributive  stage  of  Buddhism.
Confucianism  is  a  secular  knowledge,  Theravada






nature  and  Confucian  theory  of  heavenly  law.
Considering  the  ideological  differences  between
Alayavijnana caste theory in Dharmalaksana method and
the  ontology  based  on  Confucian  “human  nature  and
heavenly  law”,  it  can  be  said  that  Wang  Enyang  has
interpreted Confucian human nature and heavenly law
wi th  Dharmalaksana .  The  cha rac te r i s t i c s  o f
Dharmalaksana  method  lies  in  considering  that
performance reflects rule, attributes to ideology and will
finally  turn  into  wisdom to  get  rid  of  false  obsession,
which  is  diametrically  opposite  to  modern  Neo-
Confucianism  considering  that  the  existential  moral
subject based on fulfillment of moral practice will rise to










role  in  rectifying  the  general  Confucian  thought  and
experiences  advocating  introspection,  intuition  and
introspection.  Secondly,  Wang  Enyang’s  broad
Confucianism based on the right path of life puts forward
stimulation and challenges to the narrow Neo-Confucian
based  on  philosophy.  After  all,  Confucianism  is  a
powerful knowledge based on the six classics and six arts.
Abandoning  Confucian  classics  and  destroying  ritual
music  to  talk  about  mind  is  not  enough  to  grasp  the
overall  characteristics of Confucianism. Confucianism
needs  a  methodical  theory  of  cultivation  similar  to
Buddhist  precepts  rather  than  a  principled  approach.
Thirdly,  Wang  Enyang  has  created  a  new  model  of
complementation of Confucianism and Buddhism. The
subject  of   the   tradi t ional  complementat ion  of
Confucianism and Buddhism is the sinicized Buddhism
based  on  Confucianism  and  Zen.  Wang  Enyang’s
complementation of  Confucianism and Buddhism is  a
pure  complementa t ion  based  on   the  or ig ina l
Confucianism  of  Confucius  and  Mencius  and
Dharmalaksana  method.  Compared  to  Xiong  Shili’s
“creative  misreading”,  Wang  Enang  shows  a  more
accurate  understanding  of  Dharmalaksana  method.
Finally,  Wang  Enyang’s  criticism  of  modern  Neo-
Confucianism  is  the  alarm  of  the  rise  of  Neo-
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